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About This Game

Linx Battle Area is a third person survival shooter that sees you pitted against AI and human enemies in a fight for arena
domination.

Single Player Challenges

Start off at a skill level to suit your abilities and try build your way up to Expert level to dominate the Steam Leader boards.
Linx Battle Arena's constant fast paced Ai battles will challenge you as a gamer.

Teriach Island - The Open World Challenge

Get the Teriach Island DLC to play the open world match that started off the whole Linx Battle Arena concept. This game mode
consists of 2 combined challenges:

Kill 100 enemies

Last for 1 hour

Seems simple enough. If can complete these two challenges in the same game, you can really consider your self to be a Linx
Battle Arena Elite player. 2 achievements will be gained by completing this game mode.
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Multiplayer v Friends and Public Players

Invite Steam friends and play in Multiplayer Matches. Choose from the 4 Arenas and 2 game modes.
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Title: Linx Battle Arena
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Blueshift Media
Publisher:
Blueshift Media
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 gig

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Just buy\/download an old copy of The Movies by Lionhead Studios.. Gold income needs to be better.
There needs to be another way of winning beside reaching level 100.
This game desperately is in need of a goal to reach because as of right now all you need to do is click start day, end day, and
retreat keep doing that and you win. Only reason why I got this game is I wanted to get one of the most craziest and dumb game
possible for my 69th game. The trailer was pretty crazy and the game was pretty dumb lol.

I really wanted to give this game a thumbs up but as it is right now I just can't nor can I recommend this for anyone to get.. A lot
of puzzles are there and so it is enough to play several hours without any guide. The story of the game is somehow scary but
impressive to me. Basically, for each chapters, you would solve some puzzles and pass a level and doing again. By vonsidering
the length, story, puzzles, I recommend this.. This helps a lot with the NG+ runs and ending hunting, but I would recommend
against it for your first playthrough *_*. Omg, this update feels like a whole new game. It ereases som many balancing issues.
More items, and coop mode. Iam happy. Today they release the first bundle - the music and SE
And they said there are 20 RM2000 Remixed BGM

However in fact there is only 10 with two differet format: ogg and m4a
Hey WTF are this things? Are you kidding?

so I don't recommend buying this unless the upcoming 3 bundles are decent.

----------

2nd pack is updated today.
15 or so characters from rm2k, with rm2k style faces, rmmv style faces, rm2k style busts and sideview battlers. Not bad.
However, not as good as Cover Art Characters Pack.
I would rather call this season pass "rm2k pass". And it be appeal to rm2k fans.. Fun to screw around in when a game is
downloading.. Overall a hurried game that feels like something that should be in alpha testing not for sale. Full thoughts here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nuko924O9bU&feature=youtu.be. nice game !
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Very boring arpg play instaed poe its free and has better gameplay. This game brings back so many memories... while
downloading, I grabbed the old original CD from it and stare at it remembering all the joy it gave me. Quite a nice FPS with
some RTS elements.

All Im writing now about the game comes from playing it as a teenager way back in the 90's: You control a hover tank, called
"The Wraith" navigating thru a 3d map, while trying to conquer bases for yourself. At said bases, you'll be able summon
buildings that will provide units for you to use in combat, such as infantry, tanks and aircrafts. While you can destroy every
single enemy without the aid of those units, missions will take way more time than they should, and in some it will be nigh
impossible to complete them, without some extra units as distraction\/fodder.

A modern game that can be used as a comparison is Tooth and Tail, as in that you control a commander (but in this game you
can actually attack) that has to build and manage resources, and can command units to aid in the battle.

. A cool little add-on for the game. Adds a flare that comes with being a corperate business duder.. not as good as half life 3.
Brilliant game.
It's not so complex as some say; very easy to get into it.. I would not recommend this game at this stage.

Having nearly 400 games through Steam, from all walks, nigh on every genre, from the oldest to the newest, from the smallest
to the largest and absolutely everything in-between, and I have not had a single problem running them...

Except for this.
I get 2 credit-intro screens and it crashes, it doesn't throw an error and doesn't crash to desktop, it just dies and sits there, I even
waited for 6-7 minutes at one point. I have reset my native resolution down to various levels of small, and still nothing.
There doesn't seem to be much talk on the topic nor and support for such issues.
If I cannot run this game, then there is something wrong on the games end itself.

I was looking forward to checking this game out, but if I can't even play it I have to tell others to avoid it. Why pay for
something that does not work?. Edit: Most of the people reviewing this agme have barely touched it.
If you're actually trying to achieve the goals in the game, 100% completion
not just floating from level to level [how your six year old is playing it]
it's stupid hard.
It's stupid boring, too.

Original review: Uninspired and foolishly difficult. There are far better games you can get for even $3.. There is something
intriguing in the idea of a found object. That by looking at just about anything we can learn about the people who crafted it, or
about the people who used it. This small puzzler tries to employ the idea of found objects and small snippits of text can tell us
about a people long since gone.

This little game employs an engaging aesthetic that is subtly nostalgic for the '80s and at times reminiscent of Kubrick's 2001: A
Space Odyssey.. Is what you would expect from a free flash game. They sold their soul to Epic Games Store and are removing
the game from Steam... The steam customers are the reason how they got to so much success and now they are betraying them.
It's a good game but this is just sad and a bad decision on their side. I can't support this greed. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Epic
Games Store.
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